Speaking Psalmic — Part 2

Homework
Pss 1 and 2 form act as a “forward” to
the Psalms …
Together they provide a unity of
purpose and structure to the Psalms …
By means of ‘2’ over-arching themes

Homework
Your homework was to read Pss 1
and 2 …
And see if you can identify the ‘2’
themes
Who wants to go first?

Structure of the Psalms
The key theme from Psalm 1 is …
The idea of instruction

Note v. 2 and the twice repeated
word — ‘law,’ which …
Arises from the Hebrew word hr"wOT

Structure of the Psalms
From which comes one of the ‘supports’
for the ‘5’ book arrangement of the
Psalms
It is a common OT word — occurring
223x’s — translated with a range of
meaning, including …

Structure of the Psalms
Direction, instruction, or law
Most EV’s translate it as law in v.2, with the
exception of HCSB — preferring instruction
The Jewish scholars EV translates it teaching
— which well captures the force of both
‘direction’ and ‘instruction’

Structure of the Psalms
Law is not wrong, but I believe that
instruction better reveals the authorial
intent, because …
It is in construct with YHWH, not ‘book,’ and …
It better conveys the idea of a ‘teachable spirit’
— as one who is ‘teachable’ is open to instruction

Structure of the Psalms
What two Psalms further focus on
delighting in the LORD’s instruction?
Ps 19 and Ps 119, which gives us …
An easy memory mnemonic — “Instruction”
is woven throughout the Psalter in …
Pss 1 —> 19 —> 119

Structure of the Psalms
The 2nd theme introduces the essential
content of instruction, namely that …
The LORD reigns — Supreme!
Which is “perfectly” consistent with the
Bible’s overall theme itself, namely …
God and the Kingdom of God

Structure of the Psalms
We see this in Ps 2 — what we will learn
later to be a ‘royal’ Psalm
Despite the nations raging against the LORD and …
The peoples devising vain plans …
God laughs — because He rules through the king,
who, as God’s ‘Anointed One and Son,’ protects His
people

Structure of the Psalms
Psalm 2 looks forward to the ultimate
‘Messianic’ King, who …
Will thwart all of the efforts from the
world, humanity, nations and kings —
exposing their impotence and vanity

Structure of the Psalms
Like the 1st theme, the 2nd is woven
throughout the Psalter with the strategic
placement other royal Psalms …
Ps 72 (ending Book 2), Ps 89 (ending
Book 3) and Ps 110 — the most widely
quoted Psalm in the NT

Structure of the Psalms
There is a great deal more textual
evidence, but …
We will save it for future weeks as I’ll
use it to highlight poetic literary
features by way of our HW assignments

Structure of the Psalms
So at the outset — we see structure
by way of a forward to the Psalms
The forward, like any good forward,
summarizes the intent or purpose of
the book …

Structure of the Psalms
Pss 1 and 2 capture the “purpose” by
way of two themes, namely …
Reliance on God’s instruction, and …
The instruction’s essential content — The
LORD Reigns!

Structure of the Psalms
From here we can construct some sense of
structure for the ‘5’ books …
Books I & II lay out the foundation of
God’s reign through the Davidic monarchy
Book III reflects on the apparent ‘failure’ of
the Davidic monarchy and covenant …

Structure of the Psalms
Seemingly shaped with the impending
exile in mind
Books IV and V — coming some time
later — relate the restoration and the
hope for the future

Structure of the Psalms
The ‘5’ books do NOT specifically
chronicle Israel’s history, rather …
They are a collection of Psalms into
books that roughly parallel …
The formation of the nation — Books I & II

Structure of the Psalms
The destruction of the nation — Book III
The restoration and future hope of the
nation — Books IV and V

Within the Books, each Psalm is its
own complete ‘unit’ with its own
‘unique’ message

Structure of the Psalms
For me, then, there is a discernible, but
loose, structure to the Book …
With a unity of purpose captured by its
two primary themes in Pss 1 and 2
One of my favorite commentators says it
this way …

Structure of the Psalms
“The picture that emerges is a mixture of order and
informality of arrangement, which invites but also
frustrates attempts to account for every detail in its
final form … Its structure is perhaps best compared
to a cathedral built and perfected over a matter of
centuries, in a harmonious variety of styles, rather
than a palace displaying the formal symmetry of a
single and all-embracing plan.”*
*Derek Kinder, Psalms

Structure of the Psalms
Regardless of where you land on
structure — we can universally say
this about the Psalms …
Though they are words from God …
They are best understood as words …

Structure of the Psalms
Spoken to God and about God
They are intended to help us express
ourselves to God and …
To arouse us to consider God’s ways
They are treasured because …

Structure of the Psalms
They instruct the people of God …
About God Himself
About ourselves and the world, and …
About the life of faith

Having looked at structure we now arrive
at our final introductory matter, namely …

Types of Psalms
The types of Psalms, which is …
The other way that scholars think about
“structure” in the Psalms
To arrive at the “types” of Psalms, we
need to consider ‘2’ historical approaches

Types of Psalms
The 1st comes from Hermann Gunkel
A German OT scholar from the early
1900’s, whose …
Work organized the Psalms by their
structural ‘form,’ advocating that …
A Psalm’s ‘type’ is determined by its form

Types of Psalms
This is called form criticism, with the word
‘criticism’ meaning …
The analysis of a literary work — thus
‘form analysis’ may be a clearer description
Gunkel further attempted to relate each
Psalm to its life setting — “sitz im leben”

Types of Psalms
Though his primary emphasis, and
contribution, is in the ‘analysis of forms’
His ‘types of Psalms’ are …
Hymns — sung on holy days in the temple
Community laments — a response to disasters
in the community

Types of Psalms
Individual thanksgiving — a response to
deliverance
Individual lament — Personal suffering
Entrance liturgies — Sung by the people
entering the place of worship
Royal songs — Sung in honor to the king

Types of Psalms
Sigmund Mowinckel, a Norwegian OT scholar
built on Gunkel’s scheme, by attempting to …
Link each Ps. to a Jewish festival where it was
supposedly sung, with an emphasis on …
A New Year’s festival celebrating YHWH’s
enthronement, for which …

Types of Psalms
There is no Scriptural evidence …
But rather ‘borrows’ from Babylonian
culture — and its patron god Marduk
As such — we reject this based upon
its low view of Scripture, in favor of …

Types of Psalms
Gunkel’s pioneering work which focuses
more on the poetical ‘sub-genres’ found
in the Book of Psalms, yet …
Acknowledging that some of the Psalms
can be connected with Israel’s cultic
worship practices

Types of Psalms
To discern the types of Psalms, we do
acknowledge literary features such as
grammar, syntax, and words, but …
Focus more on the ‘3’ primary
‘marks’ of form criticism, namely …

Types of Psalms
Structure, content, and function
Let’s begin with a brief definition of
the ‘3’ marks, starting with …
Structure — which speaks to the
‘component parts’ of a Psalm

Types of Psalms
Different ‘types’ of Psalms will have
distinguishing ‘component parts’
For example …
A Lament Psalm will typically have an …
Invocation to YHWH followed by …
A complaint, and a supplication, and closing with …

Types of Psalms
An expression of faith in YHWH’s response, and
a vow of thanksgiving — all in this order

While a Thanksgiving Psalm will typically
Open and close with an exclamation of praise to
YHWH, encapsulating …
A recounting of the ‘rescue’ and …
The acknowledgement of YHWH as ‘rescuer’

Types of Psalms
This said, we acknowledge that …
Not all parts are ‘always’ present, so …
To say a particular type of Palm must have
every part is too dogmatic, instead …
We say a particular type of Psalm typically
has certain unique component parts

Types of Psalms
The next ‘mark’ is content
We expect certain types of Psalms, to
have …
Content that is consistent with its
‘label’

Types of Psalms
For example — We would expect a
Lament Psalm to have content that …
Speaks of individual suffering or a
corporate disaster, along with …
A corresponding appeal or response to
the crisis

Types of Psalms
The final mark is function …
Function is the communicative
intent of the format and content
Turning again to a Lament — the
communicative intent may be …

Types of Psalms
A call for God’s justice, or …
A cry for God’s help, or …
A repentance for one’s sinful actions

Summarizing — we have ‘3’ primary
marks for gauging a “Psalm’s” type

Types of Psalms
We have a Psalm’s distinctive format, or
structure, followed by …
Its content — That is the words, syntax
and literary features, and …
Its function — That is, its communicative
intention

Types of Psalms
As to this approach — I have no
problem with attempts to categorize
the Psalms, as long as …
A preoccupation with categorization
does not over-rule a Psalm’s message

Types of Psalms
Recalling our earlier discussion …
The Psalms are intended to …
Help us express ourselves to God and …
To arouse us to consider God’s ways

So — with ALL of that said …

Types of Psalms
Let’s look at one scheme for categorizing
the Psalms, noting that …
An array of schemes have been developed
over time, and no ONE scheme …
Is perfectly comprehensive — owing to

Types of Psalms
The Psalms amazing diversity!!!
I like ‘4’ major categories …
Each with distinct ‘sub-types’
This approach is an amalgamation of
Claus Westermann, who …

Types of Psalms
Posits ‘2’ major categories, including …
Praise Psalms
Petition or Lament Psalms

Then modified by my OT Prof — Todd
Beall who adds 3 additional categories

Types of Psalms
Which include …
Trust, Instruction, and “Other”

Which I then amend to ‘4’ major
categories, and ‘1’ overlay
The ‘4’ major categories are …

Types of Psalms
Praise, Petition, Trust, and Instruction

And the ‘1’ overlay is …
Messianic

Within the Praise Psalms we have two
primary sub-categories which are …

Types of Psalms
Thanksgiving — which is declarative
praise, further segmented by …
National expressions, and …
Individual expressions

Hymns — which are descriptive praise,
further segmented by …

Types of Psalms
General praises
Creation praises
Royal (about the king) praises
Theocratic (about The King) praises, and …
Zion (about Jerusalem) praises

Types of Psalms
The Psalms of Petition (sometimes
called Lament) also have national and
individual sub-categories, with …
The ‘individual’ sub-category further
segmented by …

Types of Psalms
General petitions
Imprecatory petitions
Passion petitions, and …
Penitential petitions

The 3rd major category is comprised of
Psalms of trust — 4 of which we studied

Types of Psalms
The final major category is Psalms of
Instruction, further segmented by …
Wisdom Psalms
Torah Psalms, and …
Prophetic Psalms

Types of Psalms
To these 4 major categories, I add an
overlay to highlight the Messianic
Psalms
By ‘overlay’ I mean that they fit in other
primary categories, but also are, or have,
Messianic prophecies or implications

Types of Psalms
Praise Psalms (2 sub-categories)
Thanksgiving (2 segments)
National (65; 66:1-12; 67; 68; 75; 107; 124)
Individual (18m*; 30; 34; 40:1-10; 66:13-20; 92;
116; 118; 138)

Hymns (5 segments)

*“m” = mixed

Types of Psalms
General (24; 33; 36m; 95; 100; 103; 105; 111; 113;
114; 117; 135; 136; 145; 146; 147)
Creation (8; 19:1-6; 29; 104; 148)
Royal (2; 18m; 20; 21; 45; 72; 89; 101; 110; 132;
144)
Theocratic (47; 93; 96; 97; 98; 99)
Zion (48; 76; 84; 87; 122; 134?)

Types of Psalms
Petition Psalms (2 sub-categories)
National (44; 60; 74; 79; 80; 85; 90; 94; 106;
123; 126; 129?; 137m)
Individual (4 segments)
General (3; 5; 9; 10; 12; 13; 14; 17; 25; 26; 27:7-14; 28;
31; 36m; 39; 41; 42; 43; 52; 53; 54; 55; 56; 57; 61; 64;
70; 71; 77; 86; 88; 108; 120; 140; 141; 142; 143)

Types of Psalms
Imprecatory (7; 35; 58; 59; 69m; 83; 109; 137m; 139)
Passion (22; 40:11-17; 69m)
Penitential (6; 32; 38; 51; 102; 130)

Trust Psalms (no sub-categories)
4; 11; 16; 23; 27:1-6; 45; 62; 63; 91; 115; 121;
125; 131

Types of Psalms
Instruction Psalms (3 sub-categories)
Wisdom (1; 15; 36m; 37; 49; 73; 112; 127;
128; 133)
Torah (19:7-14; 119)
Prophetic (50; 78?; 81; 82)

Types of Psalms
Messianic ‘Overlay’
‘Confirmed’ Messianic prophecies (2; 8; 16;
22; 40; 69m (v. 9 is messianic); 110)
Messianic Implications (47; 69m (v. 21
prefigures Christ); 93 & 96-99 (are
theocratic Pss, ultimately messianic); 132)

Types of Psalms
In the coming weeks, we will look at
some representative examples of the
various types, after …
We first dig into the distinct literary
features of the Psalms next week

